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This video describes the process of installing the certainTeed Integrity roof system. Each of the steps and materials used are detailed to help prepare homeowners for their roof conversion, as well as to give confidence in the materials and their investments. Useful information about flashing and ventilation is also
highlighted, along with a deeper look at the shingles itself. The Arcadia Shake is inspired by the iconic appearance of split wood shake, with each pebble formed from a high-quality blend of roofing asphalt, proven to surpass traditional shake roofs in almost every medium. Unlike natural wood, the Arcadia Shake has no
maintenance and provides an excellent class of fire resistance and resistance to winds. Part of the cost of a wood cocktail, Arcadia Shake offers discerning artisan homeowners a look at the price, which makes it a smart choice to protect and decorate your home. BlackShadow GrayShenandoahSolaris
CypresswoodSolaris Weatherwood Presidential Shake TL, a luxurious pebble overlooking cedar cocktails and a performance of one of the best compositional roofing solutions in the industry. Three layers of material for the thickest, harshest and heaviest pebblesSculpted tabs provide the look and beauty of the old world
wood shake, But with the best performanceAcpenable at a fraction of the cost of natural wood shakesUnique and a rich selection of colors with options for every taste Aged BarkAutumn BlendCharcoal BlackCount GrayCountry GrayShadow GrayPlatinumPresidential TL Solaris has the rustic authenticity of a wood
cocktail and the strength of triple laminated shingles, with the added performace of Soalris cool skin. All colors are evaluated by the Cool Roofing Rating Council (CRRC) for cool roofs and can be used under the 2016 California Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof Requirements.Solaris shingles can qualify for credits/glasses in
LEED, NAHB and other green programs. And, our palette of rich, authentic colors makes presidential TL Solaris an easy choice for an eco-friendly lifestyle. Autumn BlendCountry GrayCharcoal GrayShadow GreyShadow grey luxury heavyweight series Landmark, Landmark TL, is now available with additional Solaris cool
roof color technology. Landmark TL Solaris aesthetic features include a highly contrasting color palette and casual tab designs with natural shadow lines that create increased visual dimension. All colors are evaluated by the Cool Roofing Rating Council (CRRC) for cool roofs and can be used under the 2016 California
Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof Requirements.Solaris shingles can qualify for credits/points in LEED, NAHB and other green programs. And, our palette of rich, authentic colors makes Landmark TL Solaris an easy choice for eco-friendly Country GraySolaris Moire BlackSolaris Platinum Luxury Heavyweight Series Landmark,
Landmark TL, is Available with additional Solaris performance cool roof color technology. Landmark TL Solaris aesthetic features include a highly contrasting color palette and casual tab designs with natural shadow lines that create increased visual dimension. All colors are evaluated by the Cool Roofing Rating Council
(CRRC) for cool roofs and can be used under the 2016 California Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof Requirements.Solaris shingles can qualify for credits/points in LEED, NAHB and other green programs. And, our palette of rich, authentic colors makes Landmark TL Solaris an easy choice for an eco-friendly lifestyle. The elderly
BarkChestnutUtry GrayMax Def Black WalnutMoire BlackMountain TimberOld OvertonPlatinumShenandoah Founding Father Wood Shake Replica, Presidential Shake created it all. The performance of the top tier of asphalt, curb the appeal of hand-split cedar shake roofs, and the unwavering quality of the
CertainTeed.An the intricate pebble design that creates an architecturally beautiful roofA rich color palette to enhance and complement any home exteriorLess expensive, Than a real wooden shake, and practically serviced free Aged BarkAutumn BlendCharcoal BlackCountry GrayPlatinumShadow Gray
GreyPlatinumShadow Gray Presidential Solaris is a cool pebble roof designed to reproduce the kind of handmade with two laminated layers of high-quality asphalt that provide durability and dimension and innovative cool roof technology offers a traditional color palette that can also help you save on your energy costs. All
colors are evaluated by the Cool Roofing Rating Council (CRRC) for cool roofs and can be used under the 2016 California Title 24, Part 6, Cool Roof Requirements.Solaris shingles can qualify for credits/glasses in LEED, NAHB and other green programs. BlendCountry GrayCharcoal BlackShadow Gray Landmark PRO
Solaris's autumn shingles combines the cool performance of the roof with a bold contrast of the color palette of maximum definition, providing a shake look in a smart and durable design. Made from two laminated layers of premium roofing asphalt, Landmark PRO Solaris shingles are third-party tested as a solution to the
industry's toughest standards and come with the support of certainTeed's industry-leading, lifetime limited warranty. All Landmark PRO Solaris shingles are evaluated by the Cool Roofing Rating Council (CRRC) for cold roofs and can be used under the 2016 California Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof Requirements.These
shingles can qualify for credits/glasses in LEED, NAHB and other green programs georgetown GrayHeather BlendResawn BlackSilver BirchLandmark PRO provides reliable landmark quality, along with greater durability and eye-catching Max Def colors. Designed with two laminated layers to replicate replication The
appearance of a true wood cocktail, Landmark PRO offers the world of mind on projects that require a premiere aesthetic at an affordable price. Building on a 100-year legacy of robust performance, all Landmark PRO shingles include certainTeeds leading, lifetime limited warranty. Certified as Industry Satisfaction Tough
Third Party (UL) Production StandardsClass of Fire Resistance RatingFifteen-year StreakFighter Algae Resistance Guarantee Max Def Burnt SiennaMax Def Georgetown Gray Max Def Max Blend Moire BlackMax Def Resawn ShakeMax Def Weather Wood Landmark Premium, The luxurious offering from landmark's
pebble asphalt series, provides the beauty of wooden-shaking roofing with the world of mind, which comes with the support of World-class production standards and industry-leading product assurances. With a multi-layered design and a palette of highly contrasting Max Def color options, Landmark Premium shingles can
match almost any home exterior design aesthetic. For proven protection of your home and everything it keeps safe, trust the quality of Landmark Premium. Max Def Burnt SiennaMax Def Heather BlendMax Def Moire BlackMax Def Weather WoodMax Weather Wood Weather Wood Landmark Solaris Platinum is the
designer of a cool roof asphalt pebble that is perfect for climate and places where solar heat is a problem. Its wood shake-inspired design features reflective pebble color pellets that offer a sunny reflective value of more than 40 percent, easily fulfilling traditional pebble color roofs. Backed by certainTeeds of industryleading safeguards, and independently tested as providing the most stringent quality standards for their class, Landmark Solaris Platinum shingles provide peace of mind that your roof will stand against the elements for years to come. Landmark Solaris Platinum Shingles is evaluated by the Cool Roofing Rating Council
(CRRC) and can be used under the 2016 California Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof Requirements. They can also qualify for credits/points in LEED, NAHB and other green programs. In addition, each color meets ENERGY STAR standards for solar reflection and thermal emission. Coastal TanSanta Fe BlendSierra Buff Cool
Roof version of certainTeeds popular Pebble Landmark, Landmark Solaris is ideal for sunny climate or places where solar heat is a problem. For homeowners looking for true peace of mind, Landmark Solaris is a high-quality, reliable choice to protect your home from the elements. This wood shake-inspired, sun-reflecting
asphalt pebble reflects solar energy and radiant heat much better than traditional shingles roofing, keeping your home cooler in the hot months and yours Looks great all year long. Building on an industry-leading warranty and more than a century of manufacturing excellence, Landmark Solaris tiles are evaluated by the
Cool Roofing Rating Council (CRRC) and can be used to use comply with the requirements of the 2016 California Title 24 Part 6 Cool Roof. Solaris shingles can also qualify for credits/glasses in LEED, NAHB and other green programs. GrayGeorgetown GrayHeather BlendResawn ShakeWeathered WoodMoire
BlackBirchwoodMist WhiteMojave TanSilver Birch For homeowners looking for true peace, landmark shingles are a high-quality, reliable choice for decorating and protecting the home. With a two-layer design that emulates the dimension of true wood shaking, landmark asphalt shingles offer the heaviest weight and a
wide range of color options in its class, allowing you to create or re-create the perfect look for your home with confidence. Building on a 100-year legacy of robust performance, all landmark shingles include certainTeeds leading, lifetime limited warranty. Certified as the industry's satisfaction tough third-party (UL)
production quality standardsDual-layered design provides additional protection against elementsTen-year StreakFighter Algae Resistance Resistance GuaranteeClass fire-sustainability rating Burnt SiennaGeorgetown GrayHeathManman BlendHunter GreenMoire BlackPainted DesertResawn ShakeSunrise CedarTerra
CottaThunder Storm GrayWeathered Wood Go Back Landmark™ is a certainTeed in tried and true architectural laminated roofs. Designed to reproduce the look of a cedar-shaking roof, Landmark™ is available in an impressive array of colors that complement any finish, plaster or siding. The multi-layered certainTeed
Landmark design provides additional protection against elements. Pebble comes with a decade-old StreakFighter® algae resistance. In addition to its classic look and durability, the Landmark™ series is priced at a fraction of the cost of a traditional cedar cocktail. Applicable StandardsASTM D3018 Type I ASTM D3462
ASTM E108 Class Fire Resistance ASTM D3161 Class F Wind Resistance ASTM D7158 Class H Wind Resistance UL 790 Class A Fire Resistance ICC-ES ES ES R-1389 - ESR-3537 CSA Standard A123.5 (Regional) Miami-Dade Product Control Approved Florida Product Approval - FL5444 TDI Windstorm
ResistanceVarantia LengthLifetime Limited Transfer Guarantee; 10-year SureStart warranty; 10 years Of StreakFighter GuaranteeWeight222 to 238 Lbs. per sq. Sq. certainteed landmark brochure southeast. certainteed landmark brochure pdf. certainteed landmark pro brochure. certainteed landmark ir brochure.
certainteed landmark northwest brochure. certainteed landmark premium brochure. certainteed landmark solaris brochure. certainteed landmark max def brochure
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